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 Targeting 
    Homework

English and Maths revision for a full year

Features are:

	 Traffic Light marking system — a simple colour-coded marking  
system enables children to record their results and provides an  
at-a-glance overview of their progress.

 Term Reviews — each of the 8 units is followed by a term review  
test for assessment. Parents, carers and teachers can use these results  
to monitor their child’s progress and identify low performing areas.

 Reading Review segment in each unit for children to record and rate  
their home reading — no need to buy a separate Reading Journal!

 Answers for all activities are supplied at the back of the book,  
for easy removal.

 ACARA Curriculum Codes and their descriptions are provided for  
every unit. 

 English and Maths Scope and Sequence Charts on the inside  
covers provide a comprehensive guide of the content for each unit.

The Targeting Homework activity books provide Maths and English  
revision of the Australian Curriculum for Years 3, 4, 5 and 6.  
Each book contains 32 weekly units (8 per term) with activities in:

   Grammar & Punctuation
   Phonic Knowledge & Spelling
   Comprehension & Reading
   Number & Algebra
   Statistics & Probability
   Measurement & Geometry
   Problem Solving

 
Includes  

Home Reading  

Journal

The Grammar and Spelling series can be 
supported by Del Merrick’s Blake’s Guides.

About the author—Del Merrick
Del has enjoyed a long career in education as a specialist teacher (Learning 
Difficulties), education adviser and regional coordinator (English). She has written 
extensively for parents, teachers and students, and is a well-known and respected 
author nationally and internationally. Her publications cover a diverse range of 
print and electronic materials in English grammar, spelling, reading, writing and 
comprehension. Among her latest works are Blake’s Comprehension Guide and 
Targeting Grammar, a comprehensive program for teaching grammar.

TITLE YEAR ISBN RRP QUANTITY
Targeting Homework Activity Books

Targeting Homework Book 3 Year 3 9781925490282 $15.95

Targeting Homework Book 4 Year 4 9781925490299 $15.95

Targeting Homework Book 5 Year 5 9781925490305 $15.95

Targeting Homework Book 6 Year 6 9781925490312 $15.95

Targeting Grammar Activity Books

Targeting Grammar Activity Book 1 Year 1 9781925076578 $16.50

Targeting Grammar Activity Book 2 Year 2 9781925076585 $16.50

Targeting Grammar Activity Book 3 Year 3 9781925076592 $16.50

Targeting Grammar Activity Book 4 Year 4 9781925076608 $16.50

Targeting Grammar Activity Book 5 Year 5 9781925076615 $16.50

Targeting Grammar Activity Book 6 Year 6 9781925076622 $16.50

Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guides

Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guide Lower Primary Supports Activity Books 1 and 2 9781922225641 $34.95

Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guide Middle Primary Supports Activity Books 3 and 4 9781922225658 $34.95

Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guide Upper Primary Supports Activity Books 5 and 6 9781922225665 $34.95

Targeting Spelling Activity Books

Targeting Spelling Activity Book 1 Year 1 9781925490190 $14.95

Targeting Spelling Activity Book 2 Year 2 9781925490206 $14.95

Targeting Spelling Activity Book 3 Year 3 9781925490213 $14.95

Targeting Spelling Activity Book 4 Year 4 9781925490220 $14.95

Targeting Spelling Activity Book 5 Year 5 9781925490237 $14.95

Targeting Spelling Activity Book 6 Year 6 9781925490244 $14.95

Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Books

Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Book Year 1 Year 1 9781921852947 $61.55

Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Book Year 2 Year 2 9781921852954 $61.55

Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Book Year 3 Year 3 9781921852961 $61.55

Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Book Year 4 Year 4 9781921852978 $61.55

Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Book Year 5 Year 5 9781921852985 $61.55

Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Book Year 6 Year 6 9781921852992 $61.55

Blake’s Grammar Guide – Primary Years 3 to 6 9781921367502 $17.95

Blake’s Grammar & Punctuation – Lower Primary Years 1 and 2 9781922225634 $17.95

Blake’s Spelling Guide – Primary Years 1 to 6 9781921367519 $17.95

TOTAL

ORDER FORM    TARGETING HOMEWORK, TARGETING GRAMMAR AND TARGETING SPELLING

Your local bookseller/representative

Years 3 to 6
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Turns to the left are in the anticlockwise 

direction. Which angle shows a quarter turn 

anticlockwise? Circle the correct answer.
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Score 2 points for  
each correct answer!
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Score 2 points for  
each correct answer!

7   If Toby repeats the activity, what are the 

chances that his results will be similar?

 a certain  c likely 

 b unlikely  d impossible

8  How likely is it that Toby will roll a 0?

 a certain  c likely  

 b unlikely  d impossible

9   If Toby does 10 more rolls, how likely is he 

to roll a number from 1 to 6?

 a certain  c likely    

 b unlikely  d impossible

10   If a die had two 4s on it and no 3, how 

likely are you to roll a 4?

 a double the chance    b even chance

Measurement & Geometry
ACMMG066
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Quarter turns

The hands of a clock move 

in a clockwise direction. 

The long hand starts at 

12 and moves around the 

clock to the right as the 

minutes pass.

When the long hand 

reaches the 3, it has 

moved a quarter of the way 

around the clock. We call 

this a quarter turn.

ACMNA056
Problem Solving

Calendar problem solving

Use the 100 square to solve these puzzles.

   JANUARY 2018 
 S M T W T F S
  1 2 3 4 5 6
 7 8 9 10 11 12 13
 14 15 16 17 18 19 20
 21 22 23 24 25 26 27
 28 29 30 31

2  How many Sundays are in this month?  

 ___________________________________

3   Jake has to visit the dentist on 8 January. 

His next appointment is on 26 January. 

How many days are there between these 

appointments? ___________________

4   Georgia decided to have her party 6 days 

before her actual birthday so that all her 

friends could come. Her party was on 27 

January. What date was her birthday? 

______________________________

5   Lee is flying to London on 28 January.  

His friend is flying to London 7 days later.  

On what date is his friend flying? __________

6   Mia was born on 23 January. Her sister’s 

birthday is 12 days earlier. What date is her 

sister’s birthday? _____________________

1   On which day of  
the week is the  
first day of 
this month?

      _____________

UNIT 
13

If the long hand on the clock moved a quarter 

turn, what time would the clock show?  

Circle the correct answer.

1  
 

a 7:30 b 7:15 c 7:45 a 8:30 b 8:15 c 8:45

If you turned this shape a quarter turn to the 

right, what would it look like?  

Circle the correct answer.
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The Yolngu people of Arnhem Land in the far north 
of Australia tell a story about Walu, the Sun-woman, 
to explain the apparent daily movement of the sun 
across the sky.
Each morning, Walu, the Sun-woman, lights a small 
fire, creating dawn. She decorates herself with 
red ochre, some of which spills onto the clouds, 
creating the red sunrise. She then lights her torch, 
made from stringy-bark tree, and travels across 
the sky from East to West, carrying daylight in the 
form of her blazing torch.
As she descends at the end of her journey, some 
of the ochre again dusts the clouds to create the 
red sunset. On reaching the western horizon, she 
puts out her torch and starts the long journey 
underground back to the morning camp in the East.

Tick the correct box or write the answers about the text.

1  Where do the Yolngu people live? ____________________________________2  What do you think red ochre is?a red jewels
b a crumbly red rock used for painting3  According to this traditional tale,  what creates daylight?

a  a blazing torch
b the sun

4  Walu travels from East to:a  North
b West

Find the words in the text that have these 
meanings.
5  to move downwards d________________6  to make something  more attractive  d________________7  very hot b________________8  to make c________________9  journeys t________________

10  Which one of these is the odd word out?a creating 
b making

c destroying
d inventing11  What was Walu’s torch made from?  ____________________________________12  What does the word horizon mean?a where the sky appears to meet the land  or sea

b hillside

Reading & Comprehension UNIT 
10ACELY1680, ACHASSK062, ACSSU048
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Imaginative text – Traditional Aboriginal tale 
Author – Reproduced courtesy of www.emudreaming.com

Walu, the Sun-woman

My Book Review
Title  _______________________________Author  _____________________________Rating

Comment  _______________________________________________________________
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Arnhem Land
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Activity Books

Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guides:

The Targeting Grammar Teacher’s Guides parallel the work in the activity books  
and are divided into the same six areas of study and contain:

   Essentials — a summary of the area of study that outlines the grammatical 
knowledge required at this level of schooling.

   Introduction — takes a first look at the basic concept behind the 
area of study. 

   Exploration —  suggests activities to engage the whole class in an  
exploration of the area of study. 

   Revision — contains a series of exercises for students to practise  
grammatical concepts and knowledge. 

   Assessment — contains items of assessment to ascertain a student’s  
current level of understanding in the area of study.

   Games and activities  — simple games and activities with pre-prepared, 
hands-on materials to photocopy and laminate.

  Answers — the answers for all Revision and Assessment questions.

The Targeting Grammar series follows a carefully developed scope and sequence that 
provides comprehensive instruction in grammar and punctuation, enabling all students 
to become skilled communicators. The activities provide a step-by-step process towards 
achieving knowledge and understanding of the elements of grammar and their practical 
application. Each book is divided into six sections that cover the following areas of study:

A good understanding of grammar is essential  
for effective writing and communication.

Targeting Spelling Teacher Resource Books

The Activity Books follow the same developmental sequence as the Targeting  
Spelling Teacher Resource Book series published by Blake Education. They can be  
used together, or the activity books can be used very successfully on their own. 

Each book contains a comprehensive description on how to use the program which includes:

	 32 weekly lesson plans — with a variety of teaching strategies to suit a range of learning styles as well as 
photocopiable worksheets for each lesson

 Word Warm-Ups booklet — to print and distribute to each student with their word lists for the year

 Blake’s Spelling Games CD-ROM — 10 exciting computer spelling games written to support the lessons for each year

 Targeting Spelling Teacher CD-ROM — with extra hands-on games and material as well as the assessment, 
worksheets and spelling corner cards to print. Includes two teacher training videos by the author.

The Targeting Spelling series follows a carefully developed scope and sequence that  
has been trialed extensively in classrooms over many years with outstanding success

The six Targeting Spelling Activity Books support a step-by-step process towards achieving knowledge and 

understanding of the elements of spelling for primary students. 

Each book features:

 32 units containing two word lists:

   ✹   See & Say — these words target a particular spelling skill and  

     provide a warm-up for the activities that follow.

   ✹   Look & Learn — contains sight words that are used frequently 

          in writing and need to be memorised.

 Memory Training — appears throughout the book and encourages  

      students to remember the words they are practising.

 4 Term Reviews — to be completed after every 8 units.

 Pull-out answers — in the centre of the book.

  Complete overview of the series is located on the inside front cover of  

        each book and includes ACARA codes.

Activity Books

Targeting Grammar

	★ nouns

	★ adjectives

	★ pronouns

	★ verbs

	★ adverbs

	★ sentences

Also included are:

	 Punctuation Stops — instruction on the correct use of punctuation marks  
in writing.

	 Check Points — assessment tasks to enable teachers to monitor progress  
and intervene if necessary.

	 Challenges — optional extension activities for more able students.

	 Answers — pull-out answers for all activities.

the ultimate Spelling activity book

Each section provides definitions, explanations, examples and activities for 
students to practise and consolidate their knowledge and understanding of 
grammar in reading and writing.

by Del Merrick by Del Merrick

Sample Activity book pages


